APPENDIX 2

CODE

of

CONDUCT

Rules to Obey

1

Once at school for the day, no pupil is to leave the school grounds
without teacher permission until 3.00 p.m.

2

No bad language or rude signs are to be used at school

3

Bikes are to be walked in and around the school grounds

4

There will be no running or outdoor games played in the classrooms,
corridors or toilets. There will be no playing at all in and around the
school office, car-park, entrance ways, resource rooms, or staffroom

5

Year 5 and above children playing organised games, within sight of the
duty teacher may play on the Weston Park. This is a privilege which
may be withdrawn

6

Around our buildings balls may not be kicked and only tennis balls used
in cricket on the courts

7

Chewing gum and fizzy drinks are not allowed at school

8

Apart from the adventure playground, there is to be no climbing without
the permission of a teacher

9

There is to be no destructive throwing of any objects

10
11
12

Keep off the grass if the red flag is out
Lunch is to be eaten in designated areas. Children who have finished
their lunch can play when the bell rings
Staff are in charge at all times. This means follow instructions quickly
and quietly

Expected Behaviours










Treat others the way you would like to be treated
Use common sense in all situations
Consider the effects of your actions on others
Be courteous to other people at all times
Look after our grounds. You are responsible for the litter in and around your
classroom
Use the phone, e-mail, and Internet appropriately
Be sun smart
Find the duty teacher if you have a problem
Let acts of honesty, kindness, responsibility, compassion, respect, obedience,
concern for others and duty, influence your behaviour

